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Introduction

In order to approach his target safely and accurately a
surgeon needs to relate information derived from pre-
operative images to the live patient in theatre, and he
also needs to integrate intra-operative imaging
information (video, ultrasound etc) to update his
surgical plan. We are developing a novel frameless
stereotactic system (P’/$LAN) which uses v~ible
landmarks, for registering data obtained pre-operatively
(the pre-operative patient representation or POPR) to
data obtained from stereo video imaging in theatre (the
intra-operative patient representation or IOPR).

An important component of the system is a hand-held
pointing device (locater), without mechanical 
electrical linkages, which can be tracked by the stereo
video system.

Method

The scalp and face of a volunteer with frontal and vertex
balding was segmented from an MRI scan using
interactive techniques and was represented as a binary
volume one voxel thick. This is referred to as the
POPR scalp. The scalp surface was also reconstructed
from a calibrated stereo video system designed for use
in theatre. The head was illuminated by a structured
light projector, and corresponding points in the paired
7ideo images were matched. The positions of a series
3f3-D skin surface points were then calculated, and this
point set is referred to as the IOPR scalp.

l’he POPR and IOPR scalp representations were then
registered using a chamfer matching proceduret in the
~oilowing way. A distance transform was calculated for
the POPR scalp surface and was held as a set of voxels
shose value represented the shortest distance to the
POPR scalp surface. A series of trial registrations was
:hen attempted, by projecting IOPR points into the
?OPR distance transform. For each trial registration,

the distance values of the voxel addresses of the
projected points was summed to produce the ’cost’ of
the trial. The final POPR and IOPR scalp registration
was taken as the minimum cost pose, found by using a
genetic algorithm to refine an initial coarse estimate.

A prototype hand-held locater has been designed with
a series of distinctive marks along the handle which can
be recognised and tracked by the stereo video system
under conventional illumination2,3. Rapid movement of
the locater is detected by the system and a ’fast-tracking’
mode is initiated. When the locater is stationary, a
slower ’fine-positioning mode’ is activated, which has
improved accuracy (within _+.0.7ram at the tip for the
current prototype).

Results

Good quality scalp and face reconstructions, both from
MR images (the POPR scalp) and from stereo video
(the IOPR scalp) were obtained (figures I and 4). 
achieved excellent registration between the two data
sets, and have illustrated this by projecting the POPR
scalp (the mesh in figure 2) onto one of the stereo pair
of the video images from which the IOFR scalp was
derived. The registration is a true 3-D match, and the
superimposition of figure 2 takes account of the
perspective transformation as well as optical and
electronic distortions in the video chain which were
established during the camera calibration.

The prototype locater has been successfully tracked by
the same stereo video system. Figure 3 shows a live
video frame with detected features on the handle
overlaid with a computer-generated bright dot: this
allows rapid visual checking that the tracking system is
operating correctly. A symbolic representation of the
pointer can be shown combined with reconstruction of
scalp, brain, tumour etc from the IOPR (figure 4). The
displays can be generated from any chosen angle.
independently of the video views.
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Discussion

We have produced the first full 3-D registration of data
from stereo video image, with pre-operative scan
reconstructions. Optical imaging of the scalp may be
limited by the patient’s hair, but pre-operatively at least
part of the scalp is shaved, and ,this, combined with
facial features for anterior and lateral surgical
approaches, is likely to provide adequate exposure for
video registration.

This initial registration pr~edure will be used before
the main surgical incisions have been carried out. The
registration will then be updated by tracking features
which remain reliably fixed in relation to the patient’s
head. The locator is not needed for this registration.
Other ffameless stereotactic methods 4’5,6,7’8,Tcurrently
rely on the surgeon to touch fiducials with the locator
for proper registration to be achieved. With our system,
this strategy is also available as an alternative or
addition to the use of visible landmarks. The same
video system that is used in the scalp extraction is also
used to track a hand-held locator or instrument, and
this potentially has much greater flexibility than is
possible with a mechanical device connected by an
articulated arm4’5,6. Our iocator is illuminated
passively, and no cables7, power suppliess, or LEDs9 are
involved.

With good quality magnetic resonance imaging the
majority of the POPR face and scalp can be
reconstructed accurately. Some problems can arise
locally, for example adjacent to the ethmoid sinuses
(medial to the eyeball) where signal voids can arise with
certain MR sequences. The stereo video surface
reconstruction also proved reliable for the majority of
the surface, although in areas where the depth is
changing rapidly and discontinuities can arise, for
example under the eyebrow, some errors do occur.
Interestingly, this is near the area where the errors in
the MR data can occur. Our system presents the
surgeon with combined displays which allow him to
check and if necessary correct the registration if errors
are detected.

Given registration of the POPR and IOPR, various
combinations of objects from the POPR or the IOPR
can be displayed with each other or superimposed on
sensor data from pre- or intra-operative imaging
modalities. This is exemplified by the use of the
prototype system for craniotomy planning and guidance.
Pre-operatively the surgeon interacts with the POPR to
plan his surgical approach and positions the cranial
window appropriately. The window is handled as an
object in the POPR which can be overlaid onto the live
video. This allows the surgeon to draw a line on the

patient’s skin interactively while viewing the display, in
the exact position planned pre-operatively.
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Figure 3 A frame of live video showing the hand held locator being tracked. The small white
dots are overlaid by the computer to indicate the recognised features.
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Figur’e 1 Surface rendered image of scalp segmented from MR (part of the POPR).

Figure 2 Projection of the POPR scalp shown as a wire-frame mesh onto one of the
stereo pair of the video images. The good registration is demonstrated by the close
match between the mesh and the video image.
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